Security Notice

The following items are PROHIBITED and cannot be brought on to the premises

ELECTRONIC DEVICES, such as MOBILE PHONES, IPODS, IPADS, USB STICKS, CAMERAS, VIDEO CAMERAS, TAN GENERATORS or CODE KEYS

FIREARMS and EDGED WEAPONS

EXPLOSIVES

CHEMICAL AGENTS, LIQUIDS and GASSES (sprays), LIQUID COSMETICS, SMALL MIRRORS AND PERFUMES

To facilitate and speed up your entry into the compound we recommend you bring NO LARGE BAGS, such as SUITCASES, BACKPACKS, or PACKAGES

Baby food and/or essential medications (in plastic containers only, NO glass) should be brought to the attention of the guards

Once you enter the screening area, be prepared to remove all metallic items, together with your coat/jacket, belt, handbag/rucksack/briefcase, etc.

We thank you for your cooperation.